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An On-line Meteorological Information System for Response

to Accidental Releases of Radioactivity into the Atmosphere

H.P. Thomas

A meteorological information system is operated at the
Karlsruhe Nuclear Rese?rch Center. It consists of a tower
equipped with instruments/ and a data processing system.
An essential feature of software is the real-time computation
of the local and temporal distribution of near ground
activity concentrations in the environment of the Center.
After accidental activity releases the display of concentration
distribution serves to initiate concerted intervention.
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1• Introduction .

As a result of carefully planned protective systems and

stringent controls during, the construction phase and in the

course of operation, nuclear facilities are characterized

by high reliability. Nevertheless, an accident cannot be

excluded with absolute certainty. So, it is necessary to

plan protective measures for emergency cases. Also for the

improbable case of a major fault in operation the impacts

on the operating staff and on the population have to be

kept as little as possible. Moreover, this will reduce the

fear and dislike of the population and avoid undue jeopardy

to the potential asset which nuclear energy represents.

At the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center the probabilities

of occurrence and the consequences of nuclear accidents

,rThave been studied under the Nuclear Safety Project. This

includes the development of a Meteorological Information

System (MIS) for nuclear facilities. MIS records automatically

the jneteorological data which are relevant to, the diffusion

of pollutants in the atmosphere. Iri case that radionuclides

are released into the atmosphere, MIS allows to calculate

the near ground activity concentration and to display it on

a screen.

Also in..routine operation nuclear facilities release low

amounts of radionuclides; MIS c3n'be*extended such that the

consequential radiation exposure of the environment can bo

calculated and balanced separately for nuclidcs and exposure •
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pathways. So, the operator is in a position to prove at

any time to which extent ;the, exposure is inferior to the

limit values specified.

2. The Meteorological Information System (MIS),

At a 200 m high tower (Fig. 1) erected on the site of the

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research,Center measurements are performed

which provide, inter alia information about the vertical

profile of the wind velocity and wind direction and about,

-the variance of the vertical and horizontal fluctuations in

the direction /DI 76/.The variance of the vertical and

horizontal fluctuations in the direction is,measured by

vector arid wind vanes, respectively. Because of the multitude

of meteorological instruments, and the frequency of inquiring

them the data are recorded by on-line data reduction /Su 74/.

The reduced data are temporarily stored on magnetic disk,

whilst long-term storage is on magnetic tape /Na 74/. The

data stored on the disk;can be shown clearly arranged on a

display unit (Fig. 2).

The system operated at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center

is very comprehensive. It does not only furnish data for

calculation of the radiological environmental impact /Hu 77/

but also for use in extensive theoretical and experimental . ^

studies of the atmospheric diffusion of radioactive gases

and aerosols. A smaller-sized meteorological information

system was proposed forpuse in,nuclear power stations /Di 75/.
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3. Distribution of the Activity Concentration

The MIS software,includes the calculation of the near ground

activity concentration in the environment of the source. The

instantaneous picture, of such a concentration distribution

is shown in Fig. 3 /Su 74/, /Di 75/. In case that the activity

is released over several hours, the time integral of the

concentration distribution is of interest, which is obtained

from varying meteorological conditions and, possibly, from

the emission rate. The~determination of the time integral of

concentration distribution will be described in the following

paragraphs.

.4

3.1 Basis_of ..Confutation

The computation is based on the double Gaussian function and'

is performed at distances, between 0.1 and 20 km from the

source. The concentrations are calculated at 3312 screen

points and summed up within time steps. For one step duration

of 10 min steady-state diffusion conditions are assumed.

The maximum as well as the,50%, 10%, 1% and 1%o isoline of

the sum of concentrations are displayed on the screen. To

/speed up and simplify the determination of isolines, the

latter are represented by discrete points only. Those screen

points flash up at the display unit which, within a given

,band width, "attain a sum of concentrations of, 50%, 102, etc."1

of the maximum value. . , , : . -
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3.2 MetGgrglggical_Parameters

The 1O min- average values are used of the wind direction,

wind velocity and of the variance of the vertical and

horizontal fluctuations of wind direction. The latter values

serve to define the diffusion categories so as to be redundant

/Di 77/. The height at which the wind direction and wind

velocity representative of the diffusion are measured is

determined by the emission height. It is 60 m for an emission

height of 100m. Also redundant values are used of the wind

direction and-velocity. If, e.g., as a result of instrument

failure measured, values of the velocity are not available

for the requested height, the velocity at a different height

is used and, approximated to the required height by a power

function /Di 77/.

3.3 Disgersion_Parameters

The double Gaussian function used as a basis of computation

calls for dispersion parameters. These parameters are a

measure of the horizontal and vertical widths of the

radioactive plume. Topographic conditions specific for a

site exert a major influence on these' dispersion parameters.

For this, reason, diffusion experiments have been carried

' out at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center. The dispersion

/ "parameters used are "derived"frbm these experiments and are

? .specific for the site of, the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research

Center /Th 76a/, /Th 76b/, /Di«77/.
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3.4

The operator calls the program via the keyboard. Subsequently

he has to communicate to the routine the following data via

the keyboard:

- band widths of isolines (see 3.1),

- emission rate, i

- date and hour of startup and'date and hour of completion

between which the sum of concentrations is to be formed,

- emission height.

After display on the screen the operator can continue the

summing up process in 10 min steps by pushing a button or

by automatic setting. At the end of each 10 min step the new

concentration distribution is indicated on the screen. This

'permits to observe building up the concentration distribution

over time. , '

n

3.5 5isplajr_on_the_Screen

Figs. 4 and 5 show the display on screen of a sequence of .time

integrals of the concentration distribution. The source lies at the

origin of the coordinates. The distance from* the source has been

indicated on a logarithmic scale. Besides the location of the

concentration maximum and of the,four .isolines the following

information is given in an alpha-numerical form:

- emission rate,, in Ci/h, - .' " . •

- emission height,, in m, , \ ~ '~ ' ^ •



- sum of concentrations at the maximum, in Cih/m ,

- date and hour of startup,

- date and hour of completion,

- band limits of the isolines, in %.

More clarity is obtained by increasing the number of screen

points. It provides a denser arrangement of the isolines,

which is not possible with the'ten years old computer used

here because of its little storage capacity and the resulting

long computing times. With the computer system used here the

computing time for 5 hours of emission is about 1 min; the

computing time between the displays of successive steps of

10 min duration id about 10 s.

Efforts are,presently made to represent the distribution

more distinctly by, colored display. The colored display

shows the areas between the isolines in different colors.

The band widths of isolines are suppressed.

Pig. 4 shows the time integral of the concentration distrib-

ution £ot a 20 Ci/h emission from a 100 m high stack. The

emission started June 15, 1978 at 2.00 p.m. and stopped .

June 16, 1,978 at 2.OO a.m. At the beginning of the emission

easterly winds, prevailed, building up,a radioactive

pollution in the west, of the stack with a maximum at about

300 m. Shortly before' 6.00 p.m.. the wind turned to southwest

affecting now the northeast part of the.site. However, bet-
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ween 6.00 p.m. and 11.00 p.m. the' maximum did neither

change its position nor its value. On June 16, 2.00 a.m.

the maximum had shifted to the northeast side of the

stack, 500 m away from it,* and, besides, it had taken

a greater value. Almost the whole site was then affected;

values "if more than 1% of the maximum were found at

distances up to 5 km.

»

Quite another time integral of the concentration

distribution was built up in the morning of June 15, 1978,

as shown in Fig. 5. The emission of 2 Ci/h from a 60 m

stack started at 5.OO a.m. and stopped at 2.00,p.m. During

the whole time the wind direction changed little from

northeast to east. The maximum rose continuously and

shifted slowly towards the stack due to increasing atmospheric

turbulence. In-this case, a small region west of the stack

was affected.

3.7 Yaliditation_of_the_Cgm2Utation

The computation was checked by the diffusion experiments

mentioned in Section 3.3. For the check 12 experiiitents were

used, comprising the six-diffusion categories and two

emission heights of, 60 m and 100 m. tthe dispersion parameters

derived from these recent experiments were; not included in

the computation. / < . .
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The ratio of the measured to the computed maxima ranged

from 0.11 to 1.71. Considering only measured values higher

than,10% of the computed maximum, a total of 107 values

were found • 55% of these measured values differed by

less than a factor 2 from the computed values, and 88%

of these values differed by less than a factor 5 from

the computed values. Computed values that are higher than

measured values are more frequent.

The diffusion experiments are carried out in two succeeding

periods of 30 min each. In this way, checking was possible

only for integration times of 1 h. Comparison of the

measured values of one period and the added values of two

periods showed the tendency of the differences of computed

and measured values to level out when the time of integration

^ increased.

$
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4. Radiation Impact by Routine Operation

At ther Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center the radiation

impact on the environment due to routine releases of

radioactivity is calculated off-line on a larger-scale

and faster computer system;- The software used has been

described in /Na 75/ and /Hu 75/. The meteorological

parameters are-the data provided bri magnetic tape by MIS.

On-line computation and permanent, summing up of the •

radiation impact directly by MIS is possible for individual

nuclides and exposure, pathways., ,

"•f



5. Conclusion .

A Meteorological Information System was developed at the

Karlsruhe Nuclear Research\Center. The main feature of the

system is the on-line computation and display of the, local

and temporal distribution of ;the activity concentration in

the environment. " v '>

lii case of accidental releases* jpf radioactivity over several

hours the display on- tue screeri serves in decision making for
, -• \

the concerted intervention of measuring teams and for taking

countermeasures to vavert a catastrophe. Moreover, the infor-

mation system permits the continuous computation and balance

striking of the radiation impact resulting from routine

operation.

- V
\
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Fig. 1: The meteorological tower of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center
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Fig. 2: Display on screen of
meteorological data

Fig. 3: Display of an instanfaneovis
concentration distr ibution
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4 h after emission started 6 h after emission started
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9 h after emission started 12 h after emission started

Fig. 4: Sequence of time integrals of the concentration distribution;
source height 100 m; beginning of emission 2.00 p.m.
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5 h, 50 rain after emission started" 7 h after emission started
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8 h after emission started 9 h after emission started

Fig. 5: Sequence of tiat integrals of the concentration distribution;
source height 60 M; beginning of emission 5.00 a.m.


